WRITTEN NOTICE
OF
EMERGENCY CONTRACT

Emergency Contract

On October 21, 2014 a piece of equipment hit the concrete beams supporting the Liberty Road Bridge over I-581. The Salem District Inspection Team made an extensive inspection of the damage and the District Bridge Engineers have fully analyzed the structural impact. The right hand shoulder above the damaged beams has been closed to traffic to avoid implementation of a weight restriction. This contract was developed to make repairs to prevent further damage. Although the bridge and damaged beams are currently stable, continued loading may cause some of the cracking to worsen and potentially loosen some damaged concrete that currently appears structurally sound. This could result in debris falling onto the roadway below and further deterioration around the impacted area. This contract is being awarded on an emergency basis.

Order No.: E67
Route: 000 (Liberty Road)
Project No.: BR02-128-374, B629
Contract ID No: C00106623N01
Location: Liberty Road Bridge over I-581
County: Roanoke
Contractor: Lanford Brothers
Amount: $113,515.99

Date Awarded: November 17, 2014

Sincerely,

Allen Williams
Salem District Maintenance Engineer